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Funded through the Flexible Local Transport Solutions Program, the project focussed on the 

development of community transport for Lancefield/Romsey residents, particularly for the most 

isolated and vulnerable members of the two communities. 

The project was administered by a local committee including members of the Lancefield and 

Romsey Neighbourhood Houses (LNH and RNH respectively), and a Department of Transport (DoT) 

representative.  A comprehensive project plan was developed and Milestone reports were provided 

to DoT throughout the project. 

Our intention is to share the results of the report with DoT, program volunteers, and both RNH and LNH 

Coordinators and their committees. This report will enable these stakeholders to gain knowledge and 

suggest improvements and recommendations. 

Engagement, advocacy and collaboration are critical components of Community Transport 

development at the community level.  The Lancefield Romsey Community Transport Program (LRCTP), 

Community Driven, is not designed to be the sole solution to the community’s transport needs.  The 

project focused on identifying and filling gaps left by current transport services and establishing 

strategic partnerships in order to adapt and evolve to meet the unmet transport needs of those most 

vulnerable. 

Through a transport mapping exercise the project established that Community Driven does not 

duplicate existing services. It confirmed the need for the service to fill gaps left by the current 

transport service, public transport and commercial transport services. 

While the project sought to improve strategic partnerships for greater sustainability, no financial 

partnerships have been established at this point. Nevertheless, significant relationships have been 

made and given time, these may develop into more formal partnerships. 

Driver recruitment is key to a sustainable community transport model. The ability to attract and retain 

caring, supportive and skilled driver volunteers is imperative to delivering the service. In response, the 

project created a promotional and marketing plan that incorporates recruitment strategies to sustain 

driver engagement and ensuring the long-term viability of the project.

The project evaluated the Community Driven model and clearly identified that a cost-neutral model 

was not feasible as the most vulnerable residents in the community are unable to pay for the service.  

However, Community Driven could be sustained by:

 expanding the program to encompass broader community transport needs

 continuing to recruit, train and engage volunteers

 continually improving processes and procedures to provide a reliable and flexible service.

While Community Driven has made significant improvements to procedures, communication 

resources and volunteer staffing, a dedicated, paid coordinator is required to manage and maintain 

these resources.  RLNH coordinators are unable to absorb this additional program into their current 

workload.

As well as local research, the project examined community transport models implemented elsewhere 

which helped shape the design of a trial community taxi model to better meet the needs of the 

Romsey and Lancefield communities. The feasibility of a community taxi service was investigated by 

modelling several options. 
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Through a community taxi service, the project seeks to address the issue of lack of affordable and 

flexible transport options currently available. It is currently envisaged that $30,000 - $35,000 a year 

would be required to maintain both the medical and community taxi services. 

The project acknowledges the need for cooperation between government departments, local 

agencies and the community to develop a sustainable solution.  Recommendations include: 

 Continued engagement with local agencies and businesses to promote the service and

improve strategic partnerships.

 Expansion of the current service to address unmet social, educational, employment and

recreational transport needs. Further funding is required to effectively implement and oversee

the operation of a 12 month trial, monitor performance and implement strategies to move the

service toward cost neutrality.

 Purchasing a people carrier vehicle should be investigated as an option to increase income by

having the vehicle available for hire for other purposes such as community outings, sporting club

events, airport runs etc.

 Core Annual funding ($30,000-$35,000) is required to ensure the sustainability and ongoing

development of Community Driven.
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The inability to access conventional public transport makes it difficult for some community members to 

access health services, shopping, activities and community support services.  This can lead to social and 

economic exclusion and can be detrimental to health and wellbeing.   

Transport disadvantage is more common in regional and rural areas which often lack sufficient accessible 

transport and have longer distances to travel to increasingly centralised services  The VCOSS Community 

Transport Snapshot Project defined community transport as ‘transport designed to support vulnerable and 

disadvantaged members of the community to access services and participate in community life1..  

Community Transport plays a critical role in filling gaps in the transport network, especially for people who 

face physical and financial barriers to accessing public transport and taxi services. 

Lancefield and Romsey Community Transport – A Brief History 

Romsey and Lancefield are 8km’s apart and share many community organisations and services.  The 

Melbourne-Lancefield road links the two towns and is located between the Calder and Northern Highways.  

Transport to larger towns and the associated work, education and social opportunities are a consistent 

issue for residents, particularly those most vulnerable. 

The table below provides a brief summary of the population demographics of the two communities 

relevant to the issues of transport disadvantage.

Table 1: 2016 Population Demographics of Lancefield and Romsey (Profile.id, 2020) 

The following groups within the Lancefield and Romsey communities are identified as the most likely users of 

a community transport service: 

 Older residents who no longer drive

 Younger residents not yet able to drive

 Financially disadvantaged residents

 Residents with mobility issues

1.VCOSS – Community Transport Snapshot Project 2008 
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Lancefield and Romsey 

Community Transport  

– A Brief History

Low household  

income

(less than $650/week) 

Age over 60 Unemployed Needing  

assistance due to 

age or disability 

No internet

connection 

Romsey population 4,752 14.5% 20.7% 4.3% 4.6% 9.7% 

Lancefield population 2451 18.2% 24.3% 3.9% 4.3% 13.7% 
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The Neighborhood House Community 
Transport Project (NHCTP) 

In 2017, as part of the Neighbourhood House 

Community Transport Project, the RLNH’s 

collaborated with the Regional Association of 

Neighbourhood and Community Houses 

(RANCH) to engage in an action research 

project. 

As part of this project a survey of community 

members and service providers found: 

 96% of respondents identified the need to

travel outside the area for medical

appointments.

 43% have missed or delayed 

appointments due to travel constraints. 

 The majority of residents are driving

themselves or getting friend/family to

drive them to appointments.

 The most accessed areas for medical

appointments are Kilmore, Sunbury and

Melbourne.  These are also the locations

people find most difficult to get to.

 54% have used public transport, only 20%

have used public transport to attend

medical appointments.

 Most residents report the public transport

schedule either does not support social or

medical activities, or they are simply

unaware of the available services.

 Local doctors report significant trouble

sourcing transport for patients and often

reschedule or delay important

appointments due to inadequate options.

As a result, RLNH implemented the Lancefield 

Romsey Community Transport Program (LRCTP) 

to transport vulnerable local residents to 

medical appointments. The core mission of 

LRCTP was to support emotional, physical and 

social wellbeing within our community. There 

are many social and economic circumstances 

that can impact a person’s wellbeing, and 

LRCTP aimed to address these issues by 

providing  providing a grass roots, door to door, 

volunteer driver based transport program to 

connect people to health based services.  
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The Neighbourhood House 

Community Transport 

Project 

The Neighbourhood House Community Transport 

Project - An action research approach to building the 

capacity of Neighbourhood Houses in the Loddon Mallee 

Region to develop and sustain community transport 

programs. 

The Neighbourhood House Community Transport 

Project -Towards Sustainable Models - An action 

research approach to building the capacity of 

Neighbourhood Houses to develop and sustain 

community transport programs. 
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The Equity Model 

Building on the work undertaken through the Neighbourhood House Community Transport Project, in 

2018/2019, RANCH collaborated with NHs in the Loddon Campaspe Region to engage in an action 

research approach to develop 4 models of NH community transport that have the potential to provide 

sustainable community transport in rural and remote areas. 

 

The Lancefield and Romsey NHs were active participants in this project and the work undertaken by the 

LRCTP was included as one of the models outlined in the project 

 

The model developed through the LRCTP is essentially an equity model, focused on ensuring that access to 

the service does not depend on the passenger’s ability to pay.  Given that it is often the most economically 

vulnerable in the community that have the most transport disadvantage, financial viability of the service 

cannot rely on passenger contributions, requires an alternate funding source and relies on volunteers to 

keep driver reimbursements to a minimum The Equity Model of community Transport developed through 

LRCTP engagement in the NHCTP – Towards Sustainable Models is included in Appendix 1. 
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The LRCTP Flexible Local Transport Solutions Project  

 

The Victorian Department of Transport Flexible Local Transport Solutions Program provides funding and 

support for flexible, innovative, transport services or trials, and small scale infrastructure projects in regional 

Victoria.  

In 2019, the LRCTP obtained funding of $23,130 through the FLTSP to improve local transport solutions for 

Romsey and Lancefield by the design of customised transport solutions that match the identified needs of 

local communities.   

 

Project Structure  

The LRCTP Steering Group 

 

In July 2019, a Project Steering Group was established to formalize the collaboration between the 

Lancefield and Romsey NHs and other stakeholders including a representative from the Department of 

Transport, 

The LRCTP Steering Group members were :  

 Allan Irvine-RNH Committee Member 
 Bryan McEwan -PTV Representative 
 John Evans – RNH Committee Member 
 John Todd – Community Transport Driver 
 Kevin Cusack -Community Transport Driver 
 Michelle Balthazar- RNH Coordinator 
 Peter Quinn -LNH Committee Member 
Vivien Philpotts -LNH Coordinator 

 

The Committee Terms of Reference is included in Appendix 2. 

 

 The LRCTP Steering Group met throughout the project to: 

 plan and review the work undertaken by the Project Worker 
 provide the project with a collaborative approach to decision making.  
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The LRCTP Budget 

The funding provided by the FLTSP was allocated to the following : 

 

Project Objectives 
The project was focussed on the following objectives: 

 

 improve strategic partnerships for greater sustainability, particularly major stakeholders, MRSC, 

Cobaw, Heathcote Flying Doctors transport, etc.; 

 investigate strategies to recruit and sustain volunteer driver base; 

 improve referral pathways to improve service accessibility and investigate linkages between key 

stakeholders; 

 evaluate the project to develop a sustainable business model; 

 further investigate developing a model to address the social, educational and recreational needs still 

not being addressed in the community; 

 create user friendly resources to improve access to transport services via physical resources, 

workshops, travel companions; and 

 investigate viability and sustainability of a community vehicle model and investigate a community 

‘uber’ model. 

 

Scope, Capacity and Planning 
The LRCTP was very ambitious given the timeframes and the resources available. To ensure that the project 

was delivered within the resources available, it was crucial that the project was supported by planning 

frameworks that were clearly focused on project outcomes that were achievable given the constraints of 

the time and resources available. 

 

To achieve this, the following strategies were used: 
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The LRCTP Budget 

Item Amount 

Project Coordination 16,480 

Room Hire 500 

Meeting travel 400 

Catering 558 

Advertising 1036 

Program Continuation 1551 

Software 1742 

Administration 863 

Total $23,130 
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 An initial scoping process was undertaken to clarify expectations and definitions and to allocate time 

to specific tasks within the constraints of the resources available 

 Project plans were developed and reviewed throughout the project and project milestones were 

identified and monitored.  

 Developing a marketing strategy which included the rebranding of LRCTP to Community Driven. 

 

 Detailed actions and strategies can be found in the LRCTP Project Evaluation Plan included in  

 Appendix 3. 

 

Project Outcomes: 
 

1. Improve Strategic Partnerships for Greater Sustainability  

The intent of this objective was to bring together community groups, transport providers, health providers 

and local businesses to develop transport solutions that support the needs of the community, particularly 

those most vulnerable.  Additionally, to sustain the community transport program financially in the long 

term, it is imperative to seek out financial partnerships.   

 

1.1 Engagement with Key Stakeholders 

 Key stakeholders were originally identified as: 

 Macedon Ranges Shire Council (MRSC),  

 Cobaw Community Health 

 Macedon Ranges Health 

 Heathcote Health, in partnership with the Royal Flying 

Doctor Service Victoria.   

 

 

 Community Driven receiving higher referrals from these major stakeholders.  

 Community Driven processes being updated to record referral details which will assist in approaching 

  agencies for partnerships in the future. 

 

Heathcote Health were approached to investigate the potential of sharing processes and booking services 

as well the option to expand their service to cover the Macedon Ranges region. The findings were that this 

was not a possibility as their services were not transferable and as a health service were very specific. 
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Project Outcomes 

1. Improve Strategic Partnerships 

for Greater Sustainability  

‘As a local healthcare provider, we recommend this service 
to many of our clients as it offers a cost- effective, safe 
and reliable way for vulnerable members of our communi-
ty to attend important health appointments, both locally 
and in Melbourne or Bendigo. It also provides a valuable 
opportunity for social connection’  

 
Julie Cairns -Cobaw Community Health 

 
 
‘Community Driven are invaluable in assisting our commu-
nity members to travel to and from Kyneton Health to 
attend specialist and health care appointments. ‘  

 
Shannon Storey – Central Highlands Rural Health 

A significant amount of time was invested in building 

relationships with MRSC, Cobaw and Macedon Ranges 

Health. These organisations offer transport services with 

eligibility restricted to those with HACC funding and aged 

over 65 years.  

 

Ongoing meetings with Macedon Ranges Shire employees 

and Cobaw’s General Manager and CEO have shown they 

are very supportive of Community Driven. Although no 

commitment to formally partner has been achieved, 

significant improvement to relations has resulted in: 
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1.2 Additional Stakeholder Engagement 

 

The project identified additional potential stakeholders through  

research, reviewing previous transport studies and attending  

conferences and forums.  Formal engagement with potential  

stakeholders included: 

 

 Victorian Community Transport Association (VCTA) 

Whilst attending the Victorian Community Transport Association (VCTA) 

conference, RLNH was invited to represent small, grassroots organisations on the board. This has offered a 

great opportunity to develop relationships with other organisations and highlights that community transport 

services, such as Community Driven, fill a gap not met by other VTCA representatives. 

 

Macedon Ranges Community Network Roundtable 

The Macedon Ranges Neighbourhood House Network is a cluster group of 6 NHs located in the Macedon 

Ranges Shire Council.  This group convenes quarterly Community Round Table forums with Shire wide 

community stakeholders to provide the opportunity to collaborate to address identified needs in the 

community. These forums have consistently identified that lack of transport is as a major issue for all 

providers, 

 

The forums provided the opportunity for Community Driven to engage and strengthen relationships with 

future potential partners. The forums also highlighted that Community Driven is one of the only programs 

working towards addressing these gaps in transport provision. 

 

Local Job Network Providers 

New stakeholder relationships have been established with local Job Networks to explore the use of mutual 

obligation clients as drivers.  This is a new relationship and due to the Covid-19 pandemic changing mutual 

obligation rules, it has not yet yielded results.  As restrictions are lifted and the relationship is re-established it 

is expected that mutual obligation drivers will be recruited, helping the program to be more financially 

sustainable. 

 

While engagement with major stakeholders has established Community Driven as a credible, professional 

service that local organisations feel confident in referring their clients to, it has been a challenge to 

establish formal partnerships that could support the sustainability of Community Driven within the short 

timelines of the project. 

 

However, RLNH has received a small amount of grant funding from Bendigo Bank and Macedon Ranges 

Shire Council (MRSC) to maintain the medical transport model for the 2019/20 financial year.   
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1.2  Additional Stakeholder  

Engagement 

‘Not only does Community Driven provide 

a valuable service to the passengers who 

use it, but it also provides an opportunity 

for rewarding engagement for the com-

munity members who volunteer as drivers. 

‘  

Mary Ann Thomas – State Member for 

Macedon 
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2. Investigate Strategies to Recruit and Sustain Volunteer Driver 

Base 

 
Investigations into driver recruitment and sustainability focused on communication and consultation, 

analysis of driver data and policy review. 

Community transport drivers are recruited through a combination of online and traditional channels 

including regular presentations to local organisations such as the Red Cross, Probus, Rotary, Lions, Senior 

Citizens and Zonta. Strategies to strengthen recruitment are included in the promotion and marketing plan 

developed through the project.  

 

Driver workshops and surveys were conducted focusing on how volunteers found the program, motivation 

behind registering, processes and procedures, feedback and measurement of volunteer engagement and 

satisfaction. Approximately 40% of drivers attended the workshop and a survey response rate of 50% was 

recorded providing a great range of driver perspectives.  

 

It is imperative for the retention of volunteers that volunteers continue to feel motivated. One of the most 

encouraging aspects of the findings was the discovery that drivers recorded a high rate of satisfaction . 

 

Key findings included: 

 

 Drivers heard about the program at local medical centres, through word of mouth, or by 

volunteering at RLNH. 

 Drivers are satisfied with the reimbursement rates and procedures. 

 Drivers indicated the level of training was sufficient. 

 Submitting passenger contributions lack flexibility in timing and location. 

 Drivers found paper based booking sheets inefficient. 

 Lack of feedback procedures. 

 Driver concern around not knowing if an advertised trip had been assigned.  

 

In response, a number of improvements have been developed and implemented including: 

 

 the installation of two locked boxes at RLNH for drivers to leave passenger contributions at any time  

 the development of an online SMS system that includes an acknowledgement to drivers when a job 

had been filled.  Changes to the SMS messaging procedure has resulted in a small cost increase but 

is justified by the highly-engaged group of volunteers who prefer more communication 

 The introduction of an ongoing feedback system to inform future improvements. 

 Providing drivers with complimentary passes for the monthly community lunch, Feed It Forward.  The 

monthly community lunch is an opportunity to connect and develop relationships between drivers, 

passengers and community members and reinforces community connections and provides further 

opportunities for driver recruitment.    
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2. Investigate Strategies to Recruit and  

Sustain Volunteer Driver Base 
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2.1 Policies & Procedures to Support Volunteers 

Reviews were undertaken of the relevant Neighbourhood House policies with regards to community 

transport and Information security to ensure policies meet the project needs. 

 

 Age Restrictions 

The existing Community Transport policy restricted drivers under the age of 25 from using the community 

car although the current car insurance policy includes cover for drivers with an Australian Driver’s License 

held for at least a year. RLNH supports up to 20 students per year who have Australian driver’s licenses but 

are under 25 years of age. This restriction narrows the potential volunteer base.  

 

The Community Transport policy was changed to include drivers holding an Australian license for at least a 

year.  Removing the age restriction allows greater recruitment opportunity. In the event of an accident 

there is an increase in excess although the Committee determined that the benefit of recruiting younger 

drivers was worthwhile.  Increasing recruitment has the additional benefit of reducing volunteer fatigue and 

allowing more flexibility to fulfil urgent requests. 

 

Criminal Record Checks 

The recruitment process was streamlined by the adoption of Crimcheck to provide volunteer police 

checks. Resulting in a saving of $400 per year and with the added benefit of providing annual reminders 

and making the recruitment process faster. As a result of the reviews, the Neighborhood House Privacy 

Policy was redeveloped to incorporate the adoption of Crimcheck criteria regarding the secure storage of 

private information in a digital environment.  

 

Overall, this objective has been met through the creation of a recruitment strategy, promotional plan, 

streamlined recruitment processes and increased driver engagement opportunities. The project will 

continue to monitor driver jobs to determine whether implemented changes and greater opportunities for 

driver engagement will result in increased job uptake. 

 

3.Improve Referral Pathways to Improve Service Accessibility and 

Investigate Linkages Between Key Stakeholders 
 

3.1 Transport Service Mapping  

A mapping of transport services was undertaken to understand how Community Driven could provide 

support without service duplication.  

Investigations looked at the cost, frequency and accessibility of current transport services available within 

the Macedon Ranges Shire and the potential links to Community Driven. It is worth noting that The Victorian 

Patient Transport Assistance Scheme requires patients to travel at least 100 km to be eligible for financial 

assistance. Given that the Lancefield and Romsey communities are less than 100ks from metropolitan 

Melbourne, passengers traveling to medical services in Melbourne are not eligible for financial assistance 

from this source. 

 

12Project Outcomes 
2.1 Policies & procedures to Ssupport volunteers  

3.Improve referral pathways to improve service accessibility 

and investigate linkages between Key Stakeholders  
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 Public Transport 

Public transport in the eastern corridor of the Macedon Ranges Shire has improved since 2019 after a major 

advocacy campaign to the state government resulted in more frequent bus runs and improved linkage 

between bus and train schedules. Regardless, linkages to major public transport hubs remain an issue. A 

major gap in the east/west linkages where the closest, larger townships to Romsey/ Lancefield are still exists 

 

 Macedon Ranges Council and Macedon Ranges Health 

Macedon Ranges Council and Macedon Ranges Health offer community transport for medical appoint-

ments and local social outings. It is a requirement to be eligible for My Aged Care and in some circum-

stances, be eligible for HACC funding.  Costs are minimal and bookings need a week’s notice.  

 

 Cobaw Community Health 

Cobaw Community Health offers a social program linking people with the community through organised 

outings but does not have a community transport service.  

 

 Campaspe Family Practice 

Campaspe Family Practice in Kyneton offers door to door transport to and from their clinic only.  

 

 Red Cross Transportation 

Red Cross Transportation services metropolitan areas out to Sunbury and regional areas such as Bendigo 

and Ballarat but currently do not have the capacity to include Lancefield and Romsey.    

 

 LINK Community Transport 

LINK Community transport has the largest coverage for community transport in the northern metropolitan 

region but does not extend its service past Sunbury. 
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The table below summarizes the current community transport services in the Macedon Ranges: 
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  Communi-
ty Driven 

Macedon 
Ranges Shire 
Council 

Benetas Macedon 
Ranges Health 

Travellers 
Aid 

Gisbus Flexiride Multi Pur-
pose Taxi 
Program 

Cobaw Com-
munity Health 

Organisa-
tion details 

Romsey 
and Lance-
field NH 

Social Support Macedon Ranges 
Health 

Companion 
Service 

Gisbus Flexiride MPTP Cobaw Health 

Booking 
require-
ments 

Require 2 
business 
days 

Require a 
weeks notice 

Require a weeks 
notice 

3 business 
days 

On demand 
must be by 
8pm prior to 
day of travel 

On demand Must have a 
MPTP card 
to access 50 
% discount 
on fare up to 
$60 

CCH has a 
service for 
people to join 
for bussed 
outings to set 
activities 

Passenger 
eligibility 

Nil but 
must regis-
ter for 
program 

Pax must be 
HACC eligible 

Pax must be HACC 
eligible, capped at 
2 services per 
month 

Nil but must 
have MYKI 

Nil but must 
have MYKI 

Nil  but takes cash 
only 

Have a per-
manent or 
severe disa-
bility and 
cannot use 
public 
transport 

NA 

Service 
boundaries 

Nil Melbourne 
CBD and Ben-
digo furthest 
distance 

Nil Must com-
mence travel  
on V Line or 
Metro ser-
vice 

Gisborne Woodend fixed time-
table 

Nil NA 

Frequency As request-
ed 

Monthly As requested As requested Available as 
permanent 
route or on 
demand ser-
vice 

Permanent fixed 
route 

As requested NA 

Costs Equity 
model 

    Free Nil if con-
necting to rail, 
$2.40 adults 2 
hours and 
$1.20 children 
and pension-
ers 

Concession $1.20, 
Full fare $2.40 for 2 
hours 

Flag fall 
$3.70 then 
$1.88p/km 

$7.50 booking 
fee plus pro-
gram fee 

Under 20 
km 

$10 $10 $10       $32 NA 

20-100km $15 $25 $15 within shire, 
$25 outside 

      $120 NA 

101-200km $30 $25 $25       $270 NA 
 200km + $35 $41           NA 
Further 
Program 
infor-
mation 

Volunteer 
driver run 
program, 
passenger 
must regis-
ter to use 
service. 

Service is 
means tested 
and relies on 
pool of 6 vol-
unteer drivers 

Service relies on 
volunteers, will 
not transport 
passenger after a 
procedure/on 
oxygen, difficulty 
filling requests for 
Melbourne CBD 
appts, no drivers 
in Romsey or 
Lancefield. 

Excellent 
option for 
Melbourne 
based appts, 
companion 
will accom-
pany any-
where on 
network  
free or taxi 
(at passenger 
expense) 

      Flagged po-
tential to use 
CCH vehicles 
for transport 
overflow with 
JC Feb 20 pre 
Covid19. 
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Comparisons were also undertaken between locally run commercial services and our program.   

The following table highlights the significant variance in cost  

Table 3: Cost comparison between Community Driven and Rideshare models 

 

Overall, there are several transport options available in the Macedon Ranges Shire but due to eligibility 

criteria, affordability or lack of flexibility, a significant gap in transport options remain for the Romsey and 

Lancefield communities, particularly for those most vulnerable.    

 

The project has established Community Driven does not duplicate existing services and confirmed the 

need for the service to fill the gaps left by current services, public transport and commercial transportation 

services. 

 

3.2  Referral Pathways 

 

A number of organisations, including local medical providers and local government departments were 

approached and asked about their services and referral requirements to identify issues and gaps. 

 

Key findings: 

 A significant amount of time and resources are used to confirm non-emergency patient transport. 

 In some cases, medical providers have resorted to transporting patients themselves. 

 Some medical centres were not aware of the Community Driven program. 

 Medical Centres would like passenger requests for transport to be acknowledged and transport 

outcome to be communicated by email. 

 Many people find accessing My Aged Care difficult or do not know of its existence.  

 Approval for My Aged Care service packages can take up to 18 months. 

 Requests for transport services to be added to My Aged Care packages can take considerable time 

to be activated.  

 Funding for transport within My Aged Care packages are costly and other services in package can 

take priority. 

 Transport costs under My Aged Care -$57 per hour plus $1.45 per km or approximately $300 for a 

40km round trip.  

 Many residents are not aware they can add transport to their My Aged Care package. 

 

In response, Community Driven procedures have been updated to incorporate the communication needs 

of our medical stakeholders and the documentation of referrals.  
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3.2  Referral Pathways 

Distance Community Driven Kyneton rideshare Taxi Uber 

0-20 km $10 $20 $39 $30 

20km-100km $15 $45 $39-$168 $39-$122 

101km-200km $30 $120 plus tolls $168-$330 $122-$238 

Over 200km $35 $180 plus tolls >$330 >$238 
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3.3 Promotion and Marketing 

 

To improve referral pathways a promotion and marketing strategy was developed, highlighting Community 

Driven’s ability to meet the gaps identified in the key findings.  

 

A promotion and marketing plan was created and a new logo designed creating a visual representation 

of the brand. The program was rebranded as “Community Driven” to represent the fundamental shift to a 

broader community transport service meeting medical, social and wellbeing needs.  

 

The plan included the development of information brochures, business cards, promotional materials, 

presentations and mail outs. Rebranding has strengthened the programs presence, presenting a more 

professional image which assists in building greater credibility when seeking strategic partnerships 

 

This included the development of a resource kit for stakeholders containing Community Driven information 

and registration forms. The kit also includes information about access and help with public transport 

including the Travellers’ Aid Society which supports passengers across the public transport network.   

 

These strategies have resulted in increased referrals from Lancefield Medical Centre as well as new referrals 

from MRSC, Macedon Ranges Health, Sunbury Hospital and Kyneton Psych. This is evidence that the 

strategy is making a difference and with continued marketing and time, it is envisaged higher referrals will 

be received.  

 

The Community Driven Promotion and Marketing Plan is included in Appendix 4.  
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4. Evaluation of the Project to Develop a Sustainable 

Business Model 

 

‘Sustainable’ community transport is often understood as meaning that the costs of providing the transport 

service are covered by passenger fees and the service is therefore cost neutral.   However, given the focus 

Community Driven has on providing transport for the most vulnerable and isolated members of our 

communities, this is not possible. In rural areas, developing and providing community transport services that 

are cost neutral are even more unlikely as services are usually focussed on the transport needs of low-

income passengers, travel distances are generally longer and lower numbers of passengers in rural areas 

result in lower revenue making a “cost neutral” business model unfeasible. 2. 

 

Although Community Driven suggests a modest passenger contribution fee for service, data highlights that 

not all passengers are able to pay, as seen in the Summary Report 2019 – Passenger Contributions below  

Table 4: Comparison of suggested fees to passenger contributions 

 

In 2019, the contribution return was 63%. Improvements to processes and promotion has resulted in an 

increase of passenger contributions to approximately 83% in 2020.  

 

 

 

 

2. The Neighbourhood House Community Transport Project -Towards Sustainable Models - An action research approach to 
building the capacity of Neighbourhood Houses to develop and sustain community transport programs  
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Approximately 25% of trips were greater than 100kms and 80% of trips were between 20 km and 200km, as 

seen in diagram below:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Given these constraints to delivering a cost neutral community transport service in Romsey and Lancefield, 

the project focussed on identifying the real costs involved in the establishment and provision of a 

community transport service and estimating the relatively small amount of recurrent funding that would be 

required to ensure sustainability of the transport service. 

 

Costs involved in maintaining the Community Driven program, servicing medical appointments only, would 

be approximately $35,000, which includes the cost of a coordinator. The Community Driven service would 

cease to exist or at best be significantly disrupted without the services of a paid coordinator. The ability to 

recruit, train and sustain a group of volunteers to maintain this project would require a paid coordinator for 

a minimum 10 hours per week. This cost excludes the cost of a vehicle - Community Driven currently uses a 

donated 1997 Holden Commodore which will need to be replaced in the near future. 

Through the modeling process it became apparent that the core infrastructure in place for the medical 

model created capacity to deliver a share-ride model without increasing the net deficit.  Therefore, 

financial sustainability can be increased by integrating a number of models.  Expanding the current 

program to meet social, educational, employment and recreation needs using set fees would increase 

income, offsetting some of the operating costs of the medical model.   

 

Costs involved in establishing and maintaining the expanded service, excluding the cost of a vehicle, 

would be approximately $30,000, although income could increase as the program is established. This is 

reiterated in the NHCTP (2019) Towards Sustainable Models project report, suggesting a reoccurring 

ingestion of funds of $30,000-$35,000 is required to support a community transport program. Engagement 

with our key medical and health stakeholders will continue with the aim to establish potential for funding 

opportunities and partnerships bringing the model closer to cost neutral. However, the sustainability of 

Community Driven is dependent on collaboration between state, local government and community 

agencies.   

 

Although outside the scope of this project the purchase of a people mover vehicle could be explored to 

further increase potential income through a vehicle hire model, providing transport for other purposes such 

as community outings, sporting club events, airport runs etc.   
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Given a cost neutral model is not possible, the project has focussed on the broader issues of sustainability 

such as:  

 Increasing engagement within the communities to identify local demand for community transport 

and meeting that demand. 

 Providing a reliable service that is flexible and passenger focussed. 

 Recruiting and retaining volunteers to undertake as many components of the project as possible.  

 

 The following strategies have been developed to address these: 

 

 Continued engagement with medical centres and potential new referral networks. 

 Increased promotion of the service within the community.  

 Clear information package outlining Community Driven services 

 The design of a ride share model to provide vulnerable residents travel options, supporting them to 

feel connected to the community and enjoy a more active fulfilled life. 

 Increase community engagement for drivers and passengers through community lunches, workshops 

and forums 

 Volunteer Recruitment drives  

 Volunteer training 

 Refined processes 

 

 

Overall, the project evaluated the Community Driven model and identified a cost-neutral model was not 

feasible, as it supports the most vulnerable residents in the community, many who are unable to pay for the 

service. However, Community Driven can be sustained by meeting the transport needs of the community 

with an expanded program, continuing to recruit, train and engage volunteers and by continually 

improving processes and procedures to provide a reliable and flexible service. While Community Driven has 

made significant improvements to procedures, communication resources and volunteer staffing, a 

dedicated, paid coordinator is required to manage and maintain these resources.  

The Community Driven Business Model is included in Appendix 5. 

 

5.  Investigate Developing a Model to Address the Social, 

Educational and Recreational Needs Still Not Being 

Addressed in the community 

 
To access major facilities and services such as medical, sporting, education or training, residents must travel 

to one of its nearest major town centres which are a minimum 30-minute drive. Links to the nearest rail 

services of Riddells Creek and Clarkefield are limited, there is one daily V/Line coach service to Melbourne 

and while local bus operators provide services to the larger towns of Sunbury, Kyneton and Gisborne, 

mobility issues, financial difficulty and long wait times can make it a challenge to use.  

 

It can be difficult to attend appointments in places such as Melbourne CBD, Bendigo or Sunbury, 

particularly if people have a reduced capacity to navigate public transport or walk the distances required 

at either end after undergoing treatment. 
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Transport limitations impact community participation in education, employment, social and exercise 

opportunities and limit access to essential support services such as Centrelink and Foodbank. Community 

Driven is concerned with connecting local community members to activities and services that can assist in 

the prevention of anxiety, depression, and suicide and provide access to support for people feeling socially 

isolated or vulnerable.   

 

RLNH worked with Social Innovation Research Institute at Swinburne University in a ‘Wellbeing’ forum 

conducted by Cobaw Community Health to explore what rural communities are doing about mental 

health and wellbeing, and to identify local actions that could be undertaken.  

 

‘The cost to the Australian economy of mental ill-health and suicide is, conservatively, in the order of $43 to 

$51 billion per year. Additional to this is an approximately $130 billion cost associated with diminished health 

and reduced life expectancy for those living with mental ill-health.’ (Productivity Commission 2019, p.2).   

 

The current Community Driven model is limited to providing transport to and from medical appointments.  

The forum substantiated the need to extend service capacity to other areas including education, 

employment, social and recreational.  

 

In addition, extensive consultation with other community groups and stakeholders at round table meetings 

have consistently identified the lack of affordable and flexible transport as a major problem to overcoming 

the issues of clients accessing services and the challenge of overcoming the social isolation that exist within 

the Macedon Ranges.  Stakeholders at these meetings include Macedon Ranges Shire Council, Cobaw 

Community Health, Schools, local medical centres, local authorities and local community groups.  

 

Insight from a community survey showed the top 4 priorities for community transport included addressing 

access to larger shopping centres, linking with the VLine train at Clarkefield, appointments and social 

outings with the top destinations being Melbourne and Sunbury followed by Kyneton. 

 

The community Shareride model was designed to support the employment, educational, social, and 

recreational transport needs of: 

 

 Young people – unlicensed and dependent on parents or others. 

 Non-car owners – difficulty getting to services, employment or training. 

 Older people – reduced functionality can affect their ability to drive. 

 Low income earners – lack of money to own a car. 

 People with disabilities – functionality can affect their ability to drive or use public transport. 
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Table 5 shows a proposed weekly timetable offering transport to assigned destinations and will integrate 

with public transport connections and Travellers Aid for passengers needing to go to Melbourne or 

Bendigo.  

 

 

Table 5: Weekly timetable of the Community Driven Ride Share program 

 

Three models were investigated: 

1. Using volunteers to drive the community car – will possibly be reliant on access to “mutual obligation” 

volunteers. 

2. Volunteer drivers using their own cars and being reimbursed a flat fee for each trip. 

3. Volunteer drivers using their own cars and being reimbursed at a 68 cents per kilometer rate. 

 

It is worth noting that all options rely on the ability to attract and retain caring, supportive and skilled 

volunteers to deliver the service. 

 

Realistically, service is likely to be a combination of model option 1 with either 2 or 3.  The costs associated 

with the service include the operational costs of community car, marketing and equipment, and 

operational costs of administration, insurance, maintenance and registration of vehicle, fuel, staff wages, 

training and volunteer expenses. 

 

 Funding sources to support the service will come from passenger fees, subsidies, reimbursements and 

grants. Modelling estimates indicate an ingestion of funds ranging between $30,000-$35,000 a year would 

be required to maintain the medical model and develop the shareride model program. This includes 

volunteer retention and recruitment, stakeholder engagement and ongoing program evaluation.  

 

Full modelling details can be found in Appendix 5. 

 

 

 

Route Day 
Pickup Time Lance-

field 

Pickup Time 

Romsey 

Romsey/Lancefield Monday On demand On-demand 

Romsey/Romsey Monday On demand On demand 

Lancefield/Lancefield Monday On demand On demand 

Romsey/Lancefield to Kilmore Tuesday 10:30am 10:45am 

Romsey/Lancefield to Kyneton Wednesday 10:30am 10:45am 

Romsey/Lancefield to Sunbury Thursday 9:00am 9:15am 
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6.   Create User Friendly Resources to Improve Access to    

 Transport Services 

The project looked at existing public transport services within the Romsey and Lancefield region to 

investigate ways Community Driven could support passengers to access these services. Public transport 

options available within the Shire were examined to evaluate if these services would be accessible to 

vulnerable residents. Furthermore, strategies to inform and resource the community were developed to 

help improve access to public transport using a combination of physical and online resources. 

 

The following diagram shows the top 8 destinations for Community Driven trips in 2019.  Sunbury and 

Melbourne equate to almost 60% so focus was given to existing transport services for these destinations. 

Based on data for the five most requested destinations in 2019 travel time was calculated using Community 

Driven and the public transport alternatives, both rail and bus.  These can be seen in Table 6.  

 

 

Table 6: Calculated Travel time and frequency to top 5 destinations 

Destination Number of trips 

in 2019 
Drive time 

 

Time using PTV 

Journey Planner 
Frequency of Public 

transport daily services 

Sunbury 45 1 hour 1 hour 10 

Melbourne 20 1 hours 2-3 hours 4 

Lancefield/Romsey 15 10 minutes 20-30 minutes 12 

Epping 12 40 minutes 4-5 hours 1 

Kyneton 6 30 minutes 1hour 1 
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Time is based on a round trip estimate and does not include waiting for connections and time to walk to 

the station and appointment locations.  It also assumes the passenger is mobile enough to walk.  

 

Feedback from Community Driven passengers regarding challenges utilising public transport include:  

 Scheduling medical appointments to match public transport timetable 

 Appointments commencing before public transport can get them to their destination 

 Walking distance from public transport stops to medical centres not managable i.e. Sunbury bus 

terminates at Sunbury station a 10-15-minute walk to Sunbury Day Hospital or Lakeside Imaging 

 Mobility issues and capacity to navigate the distances between station and appointment too great 

 Bus route from Lancefield to Sunbury has 10 services operating Monday to Friday however only 3 stop 

at Clarkefield station on the Bendigo line linking Melbourne CBD and Bendigo and none after 9am 

 Kyneton bus timetable allows 30 minutes in Kyneton before return service begins, this isn’t enough time 

for any medical appointments to be completed and there is only one daily service. 
 

Travellers Aid 

Community Driven can provide door to door service for those who need it. Alternatively, Community Driven 

can integrate with public transport options by providing delivery to public transport connection points and 

assist with organizing Travellers Aid.   

 

Travellers Aid is a free resource to assist passengers arriving into Melbourne CBD at Southern Cross or Flinders 

Street and travelling on the public transport network.  Passengers need to book with a minimum of three 

working days before travel and they can be accompanied anywhere on the public transport network.   

Utilising Travellers Aid provides an option for passengers to attend appointments at major metropolitan 

hospitals with the security of a companion who will navigate and assist them to the appointment, wait 

during the appointment and then assist them back onto a train service home.   

  

Community Driven Transport Resource Kit 

For those passengers that have the means and ability to use the public transport system, a resource kit has 

been created and located at RLNH.  The kits include MYKI cards, timetables for all local bus and rail 

services and information about Travelers Aid.   

 

Training has been developed to enable volunteer staff at RLNH to assist people who want to plan and 

book public transport and require support to do so and instructions on the use of the online Journey Planner 

has been added to the resource kit.   

 

With support from our volunteer staff, passengers may be able to schedule their appointments to 

coordinate with public transport. Highlighting positive public transport initiatives like free seniors travel 

between the towns on weekends could be used to drive positive coverage and encourage usage. 
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7. Investigate Viability and Sustainability of a Community 

Vehicle Model 

 

Several community vehicle models were investigated to ascertain if a community vehicle model would be 

viable and sustainable for RLNH.   

 

Flexiride in Woodend and Gisbus in Gisborne are transport services set up by State Government. These ser-

vices provide low cost, frequent and flexible travel options for their community and were the result of con-

siderable community advocacy to establish the programs in these towns.   

 

Preliminary discussions with the locally based manager of the Woodend Flexiride services suggested that 

the costs of setting up a similar program in Romsey and Lancefield would start at $80,000. The prohibitive 

establishment costs and fixed schedule ruled this type of transport service out for Romsey and Lancefield. 

 

Investigations into rideshare models looked at whether a system like a community taxi or Uber could be im-

plemented for our community transport needs.  

 

The biggest challenge with these models are the high cost of accrediting volunteer drivers. Current accred-

itation costs approximately $300 and includes: 

 Driver accreditation fee $76.30 (annually $34) 

 Medical assessment and health questionnaire, estimate a long appointment time cost $140) 

 Police check cost $16.30 

Admin support and processing for volunteer drivers estimate 2 hours at $33 p/hr 3. 
 

Currently Community Driven has 32 drivers registered and they can choose which jobs they take with no 

minimum number of jobs required.  Accreditation renewal is required yearly which equates to an additional 

cost of $10,000 annually.  

 

Financial modelling relevant to the establishment of a Community Vehicle Model is included in Appendix 5.  

 

 

3. Commercial Passenger Driver Accreditation  
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Conclusions & Recommendations  
 

The Lancefield and Romsey Neighbourhood Houses are ideally positioned to develop, maintain and deliver 

a flexible community transport service given their ability to engage with members of local communities to 

identify and respond to local transport disadvantage.   

 

However, in rural areas, developing and providing community transport services that are “cost neutral” are 

simply not possible for the following reasons: 

 

 Community transport services are usually focussed on the transport needs of low income passengers 

which limits the amount of revenue generation possible through passenger fees. 

 Given the longer distances that are often involved in the provision of transport in rural areas, low 

income passengers are simply unable to pay the level of fees that would be necessary to cover the 

full costs of this long distance transport. 

 Lower numbers of passengers in rural areas results in lower revenue which makes a “cost neutral” 

business model impossible. 4. 

 

The work undertaken through the FLTSP project has clearly established that: 

 

 The current Community Driven model is not sustainable without a regular injection of funds.  Regular 

and agreed financial support from government and/or philanthropic bodies should be sought.  The 

cost of supporting Community Driven pales into insignificance compared to a government funded 

service. 

 The current service offering would be severely disrupted without a paid coordinator. The ability to 

recruit, train and sustain a group of volunteers to maintain this program would require a paid 

coordinator for a minimum of 10 hours per week. 

 Expansion of the current service to support social, educational, employment and recreation could 

not take place without a coordinator managing the project.  This would require an additional 10 

coordinator hours. 

 A shared community car service should be trialled to evaluate if it meets the needs of residents to 

engage and maintain a community connection and be able to participate in a broad range of 

activities, not accessible without flexible and affordable transport. Although out of scope for this 

project, the trial should run for a period of 12 months to allow sufficient evidence to provide a 

comprehensive evaluation.  This will allow time for passenger confidence to increase, as passenger 

numbers have reduced due to current pandemic restrictions. Further funding is required to effectively 

implement and oversee the operation of the trial, monitor performance and implement strategies to 

move the service closer to cost neutrality. 

 Purchasing a people carrier vehicle should be investigated. This could provide increased income by 

having the vehicle available for hire for other purposes such as community outings, sporting club 

events, airport runs etc. 

 The annual recurrent funding required to maintain and develop Community Driven is consistent with 

earlier modelling undertaken through the NHCTP -Towards Sustainable Models Project. ($30,000 - 

$35,000). This includes the purchase of a suitable vehicle and funding to employ a part-time 

community transport coordinator. 

 

 

 

4.  The Neighbourhood House Community Transport Project -Towards Sustainable Models - An action research approach to 
building the capacity of Neighbourhood Houses to develop and sustain community transport programs  
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